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2019=3, Jupiter-Biggest, denotes Wealth &
Prosperity but still write ‘19 not 2019
In our New-Year story for the last 3 years
we had predicted something nobody had even
passed a leeting reference- the weather! While
we had said 2016=9, Mars that is iery Red, so
shall be one of the hottest years. Ditto was said
of 2017=1, Sun that’s iery too!
The global heat record had been broken &
each month was the hottest recorded month in
history! But for 2018, our take was that though
we will still have to pay the price of Global
Warming, the redeeming part is 2018=2 (Moon),
so we may expect some respite from the rising
temperatures as Moon is Lunar, not Solar.
In fact many countries witnessed cold-waves
& it didn’t turn out to be as hot as ‘16 & ‘17!
But 2019=3, Jupiter that’s gaseous & has
heavy rains, is basically turbulent, stormy, whirlpool of wind. One can conclude a windy &
stormy year beckoning us! Expect the weather
Gods to be extreme!
No 3’s are often susceptible to health issues
pertaining to breathing apparatus; colds, coughs,,
asthma’s & in worst case, Tuberculosis or lung
infections are the grey areas for No 3’s & for us
all to watch out for, generally speaking, in 2019
(3). 3, Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system, and is nearest in comparison with the Sun in
regard to its size.
Also known as Guru (Teacher) or ‘Brihaspati’, Jupiter rules over the two signs of the zodiac
- Sagittarius and Pisces.
In Astrology Jupiter is said to be the planet of
wealth & prosperity & is one of the most giving
of them all, Kind & Large-hearted.
Which is good news, considering the world
markets were reeling & Turbulent in 2018 which
was again predicted in our last years story.
Presenting some lines from the 2018 synopsis‘2018=11, the meaning of No 11 in Numerology is‘This is an ominous number that gives warning of
hidden dangers, trial, and treachery from others and
of a person who will have great dificulties to contend
against. The world economy could be turbulent with
the stock indices swinging crazily...’ Citing the traits
of 2, Moon that’s dreamy, romantic & creative we were
bang-on about Bollywood having a great year saying‘Moon lends gift of imagination, and creativity;
hence, most No 2 people are very ‘gifted’ and talented.
Many songs in bollywood have been inspired, and
pictured on the Moon, which also makes a person
dreamy & romantic. Bollywood could also expect to
have a ield year.’ Trade experts are of the opinion too
that 2018 was arguably the best year in a decade!
HINDI FILMS that did well in 2018...
1. #Padmaavat 2. #Sonu Ke Titu Ki Sweety
3. #Raid 4. #Baaghi2
5. #Raazi 6. #Race3
7. #Sanju 8. #Gold
9. #Hichki 10. #VeereDiWedding
11. #PadMan 12.#Stree
13.#Dhadak 14.#Satyamev Jayate
15.#102 Not Out 16.#Parmanu
17.#Andhadhun 18.#Badhaai Ho
19.#2Point0
While the year end has two Potential Hits too, Zero
& Simmba. 2 Actors who had a great year have been
followers of Numerology, Rajkummar Rao & Ayushmann Khurrana both who entered the elite 100 Crores
clubs! 2018 being romantic year (2, Moon) also saw
many B’wood marriages, 2 of which were predicted by
us- Priyanka Chopra/Nick Jonas & Deepika/Ranveer!
While PeeCee who was tipped to marry when she’s
36 by us 13 years ago in Filmfare, (you may google to
read the same) she’s now using her name as Priyanka
Chopra Jonas following our suggestion too!
On the other hand, during Ranveer’s B’day we predicted his marriage with Deepika.
Coming back to the year in question, 2019, according to Numerology the depression world markets had
been witnessing could recede, even if gradually, particularly for India that adds to 3, Jupiter or Bharat, 6
(Venus) as 3,6,9 is a family & we are in our 72nd (9,
Mars) year of Independence!
2019=12, India adds to 12 too, an octave of 3
known for sacriice, whereas Bharat adds to 15 (6), a
more peaceful & prosperous form of 6.
Hence we had said many a times that Bharat will be
better for us if changed oficially
Write ‘19 and not 2019!
As 19 is a very powerful octave of Number 1, Sun.
It has both the pillars of the Numbers game, 1 & 9!
While 2019=12 denoting sacriices for others!
Why India shall shine in the Number 3 year!
3-6-9, a family has helped India (3) or Bharat (6)
not only get us Independence in 1947 (3) on 15th (6)
Aug but also bag a lot of triumphs.
Our irst World Cup was picked in 1983 (3), then
2007 (9) our irst & only T-20 Cup and inally, 1986 (6)
& 2010 (3), Asia Cups were picked too! Our last World
Cup that we won (as predicted) in 2011 too, had most
‘Dates’ apparently ‘Fixed’.
Almost all matches we played were on 3,6,9 Dates!
4/5 closest ODI victories were on dates adding to
3-6-9 Hoping to have a good World Cup in 2019 too!
Both No 6’s, A R Rehman & Kapil Dev, (both 6/01
& both names adding to 3) made us proud, one with an
Oscar, the other with our 1st World Cup. Sachin, (24/4)
our Kohinoor, is a double No 6 too
India is in it’s 72nd Year since Independence & 72
adds to ‘9’. ‘9’ is more compatible with Numbers ‘3’
& ‘6’. As India adds to 3, this year can be considered a
favourable one as per numerology
Flashback-In 2008 when the world was in inancial
turmoil, India in its 63rd (9) Year was least affected!
On the other contrary, we had the likes of Obamas &
Sarkozys visiting us for the irst time ever during the
period of Global recession!
The latter half of the 72nd year (9) falls in 2019 (3).
Hence we predicted the second half of our 72nd
year to be even better as 9 would coincide with 3! Keep
your eyes & ears wide open, Economists Any of those
without a job can inally get occupied in the year of
3, Jupiter; times change too, bad-luck also gets bored
being with the same person for long Bharat is all set to
raise the bar in progressive terms!
And we are not only talking about Salman Khan’s
upcoming lick, Bharat And yes, I agree with. FellowVirgo (NAMO) who claims Bharat will be a ‘Sone Ki
Chhidiya’ till 2022 as 2022 gives us 6, Venus again
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about Sanjay and his numerology forecasts, write to sbjumaani333@yahoo.com
or visit www.jumaani.com.

Number 3 persons are mostly proud; they dislike being under obligation to others, as they are quite independent and self-suficient.
Known to be ambitious & hard-working, ready to
sacriice while taking charge, in 3 words, No 3’s are
usually ‘zero-to-hero’!
They are never satisied with ‘ordinary’ or ‘subordinate’ positions but their aim is to rise in the world
above the conditions that they were born in & to have
control and authority over others. They excel in the execution of commands, being orderly and disciplined,
and can gracefully obey orders, but they also insist on
having their own orders obeyed!
Their weakness is that they are stubborn and dictatorial in carrying out their ideas, and for this reason,
although not quarrelsome by nature, they succeed in
sometimes making enemies.
Blame it on Jupiter, the largest planet
No 3’s are hardly cash strapped, and if they do have
dificulty with cash sometimes, there is some or the
other source available to fulill their demands! Therefore when women who HAVE TO deliver caesarian, we
strongly recommend them to go for dates such as the
3rd, 12th, 21stor 30th, as the No 3 person would not
only be lucky for themselves, but also for the family.
One should in fact try to take them as a partner in
business, as their luck could rub off on other partners
also.
Some industries that could do well in 2019 would
be those in commerce, business and trading, imports
& exports, investments, share markets, (disclaimer to
gamblers!) banking, money-lenders, insurance or in
any line of work where there is low of solid or liquid
cash, (forex) those in liaison ields, brokers, consultants & industries where it is desired to help others,
and incidentally help themselves, like a doctor, lawyer,
chartered accountants, ields of astrology & those in
religious ceremonies, NGO’s & Social organisations
etc.
Gold is likely not to glitter too much; invest in it only
if for long-term!
Lucky colors: The Lucky colors for 2019 are purple,
violet, yellow, blue, pink & a little red.
2019 could be a good year particularly for Aquarius, Pisces, Librans, Sagittarius and Capricorn born &
those who have their primary numbers (sum of irst two
digits of DOB) as 3,6, 8 or 9.
LIke those born on the 3rd, 12th, 21st, 30th & No 6,
Venus ruled are persons born on the 6th,15th & 24th in
any month, and of 8, Saturn are those born on the 8th,
17th & 26th and 9, Mars governed are persons born on
the 9th,18th & 27th in any month.
And as said every year,some others to do well are
those whose current age is same as their birth Number;
like if you are born on the 1st, 10th, 19th or 28th in
any month then all years adding to 1 could be eventful,
like your 10th, 19th, 28th, 37th, 46th, 55th, 64th, 73rd
years and so on.
For instance in 2018, Raj Kumar Hirani had the
best time of his life while giving his biggest blockbuster
#Sanju that grossed 500 Cr World-Wide!
Hirani is a No 2 not only in 2018=2, he was in his
56th (5+6=2) year too! Hero & youngest Player of the
FIFA 2018 World Cup, Mbappe, a number 2 is in his
20th (2) year too!
No 2, Tiger Shroff (2/3/1990) has his best year so
far in his 29th (2) as he gives his biggest grosser ever
that’s raced to the 160 Crores igure!
No 6, Ranveer Singh (06/07) in his 33rd (6) had his
best year so far as predicted with Blockbuster #Padmaavat (our spellings) as he became the youngest to
enter the site 500 Crores club & recently won Best Actor for the same ilm too! Patthar Ke Sanam:
I would nominate Amethyst as the most Auspicious
crystal this year; its the lucky gem thats good for all
but particularly No 3’s & 8’s...or those under inluence
of Jupiter or Saturn...like those born in the Zodiacal
Signs of Aquarius, Pisces, Libra, Sagittarius or Capricorn.

Now let us further analyze individually how
the New Year could fare for those born on each
Number, 1 to 9.
NUMBER 1:
People born on the 1st, 10th, 19th and 28th in
any month are termed as Number 1 people, ruled
by the Sun. 2019 gives us 3, Jupiter that in Astrology is friendly to Sun. Some of the missed out
opportunities can be covered up; alls not lost. In
fact inancially you could cover lost ground and
this can push you ahead with renewed conidence
& vigour.
Socially too you could make a mark. But too
much of materialism can often destroy the actual
pleasures of life; don’t let your enterprising nature
come between you & your loved ones.
Those looking for a job-shift & those eligible
for marriage would bump into at least a couple of
decent proposals that could be studied & considered. Those of you wanting to educate yourselves
further can up the ante!
Health Tip-Stay busy but just adequately
enough not to stretch the rubber! Draw a line between over-work & inactivity. Take extra care not
to strain your back.
Examples of some famous No. 1’s {for pics}:
Dhirubhai, Mukesh & Nita Ambani, Aanand L
Rai, Ranbir Singh,Anushka Sharma, Rekha, Lata
Mangeshkar, Aishwarya Rai, Sanjeev Kapoor,
Shaimak Davar, Sunil Gavaskar, Hrithik Roshan,
Ratan Tata.
NUMBER 2:
# 2 represents the Moon, and they are persons
born on the 2nd, 11th, 20th and 29th of any month.
You may suddenly get jolted from your dreams
to see yourself on the fast-lane.
Be ready to run 150 meters if you need to reach
the 100 Meter mark! Your practical acceptance of
the truth & reality shall help you overcome obstacles.
You may need to be more it to meet demands
from higher-ups. With added responsibilities you
may expect your much deserved due too but may
have to await your turn patiently. Revolting solely
against the system is not what you are cut out for.
Remember, there’s no room for sensitivity when
there’s an emergency. All have their tasks chalked
out. The good thing is that you could get busier,
your talent shall ind takers & you could capitalise
on your collections & wares.
Health Tips- Do all you can to avoid straining
your eyes, be wary of headaches. Good sleep &
mental rest & relaxation could be the key to your
good-health.

Examples of some famous No. 2’s {for
pics}:Amitabh Bachchan, {11th Oct} ShahRukh
Khan {2nd Nov}, Ajay Devgn {2nd Apr} and
Sanjay Dutt {29 July}, Tiger Shroff & Raj Kumar
Hirani.
NUMBER 3:
People born on the 3rd, 12th, 21st and 30th in
any month are termed as Number 3 people, ruled
by the biggest planet Jupiter.
If a Numerology buff, you may have already set
your eyes on 2019 (3) that produces your Number;
the focus could be on you, all that needs to be done
is to play your part well, to the fullest. Even without being main-lead you can grab eyeballs; hence
there are awards for best-supporting actors as well,
be it Hollywood or Bollywood!
Your uninished projects could see the light of
the day, make hay while you are gay! Support from
colleagues, family & friends in your dificult times
is the reason you have seen better times so do not
ignore their role & contribution. They should feel
redeemed & compensated too.
It’s the right time to take the plunge for those
looking for a newer, better job or business start-up
as well as marriage for those eligible.
Health Tips-avoid getting stressed over trivial
matters, also avoid too much wining & dining,
don’t over-indulge if you want to enjoy the good
things for a longer time.
Examples of some famous No. 3’s {for pics}:
Rajnikanth, Yuvraj Singh {both 12/12} Suresh
Raina, Warren Buffet, {30/08}, Kareena, Tom
Cruise, Shankar, Ehsaan & Loy.
NUMBER 4:
People born on the 4th,13th, 22nd, and 31st in
any month are termed as # 4’s, ruled by Uranus.
Uranus {4} is linked with the Sun {1} so # 4’s are
also indirectly inluenced by the magnetic rays of
the Sun.
No 3, Jupiter (2019) plays the role of a dominant planet but is always ready to help others, can
be a good preacher, even if at the cost of being
interfering.
Expect to learn & also earn in the process!
Which is excellent; remember, we pay to learn
in schools & colleges, while in this situation you
can expect to get paid while you learn! You can
expect a push & momentum in your commercial
activities. There could be a spurt in number of
transactions on your balance sheet. Remember,
the immediate proit & loss doesn’t always matter
when you have set your vision on long-term mode.
Avoid relying too much on impulse; take second
opinion specially from elders & more experienced.
Those still applying for jobs may ind the goings
better than previous occasions. Cheers!
Health Tips-Take care of the lower parts of your
body, as well as your legs & feet.
Examples of some famous No 4’s {for pics}:
Barack Obama, Rishi Kapoor, Kishore Kumar,
Sridevi, Tabu, Juhi Chawla, Preity Zinta.
NUMBER 5:
People born on the 5th, 14th, 23rd in any month
are termed as # 5’s, ruled by Mercury, the fastest.
With Mercury & No 3, Jupiter (2019) in the same
league, expect exciting exchange of ideas, but
there could be problems if commitments go overthe-top
An over-rational approach should be avoided.
But if you plan your steps well, you could be on
a roll, knocking the wind off your competition on
worlds dance loor.
Allow your work to do the talking, self-praise
makes no recommendation!
You may need to be also sensitive with relationships; getting bored easily of monotony & people
is your striking weakness.
Overspending while holidaying cannot be totally avoided but as the saying goes, ‘being forewarned is being fore-armed’! Those looking for
a raise in remuneration should continue to be
optimistic; your wait is likely to come to a happy
ending. Health Tips- Guard against Moods & ickleness of mind; and if you didn’t follow my suggestion in last years story, wearing an emerald can
help too.
Examples of some famous No. 5’s {for pics}:
Donald Trump, Virat Kohli, Aamir Khan, Rohit
Shetty {both March 14}, Abhishek Bachchan {Feb
05}, Deepika Padukone (5/01) & Kajol {Aug 5}.
NUMber 6:
People born on the 6th, 15th and 24th in any
month are termed as #6, ruled by Venus. Venus
also governs Librans and Taurus born. Venus that
imbibes with luxurious tastes also makes you
stretch your purse strings widely; fortunately 3,
Jupiter can enables you to meet your requirements
9/10 times.
You are likely to be the cynosure of many eyes,
shall make newer friends too some of whom can
be long-lasting too. 2019 shall also give you a platform to at the onset run & eventually ly so gear up
& pull up your socks! 3, Jupiter, is one of your best

Numbers/Planets.
Those eligible to tie the knot can get knotty too!
Student can perform well if they apply themselves
to the task.
Those who are close to moving into new homes
or starting new ventures could make giant strides.
Investors may have a ield year if investments are
long-term in nature.
Health Tips- No one can stop you No 6’s from
socialising but watch out for over-indulging. Keep
a tab on what you eat & drink.
Guard against colds, coughs & thyroid.
Examples of some famous No. 6’s {for
pics}:Ranvir Singh, Alia Bhatt, Sanjay Leela
Bhansali, Sachin Tendulkar, Sania Mirza, A R
Rehman, Madhuri Dixit, Rakesh Roshan, Anil Kapoor, Jhanvi Kapoor.
NUMber 7:
People born on the 7th, 16th and 25th in any
month are termed as # 7’s, ruled by Neptune, and
such persons are also under the inluence of the
interchangeable # 2 of Moon. Cancerians too are
ruled by 7 {and 2}. 7, Neptune, known as the God
of the Sea is considered a planet of inspiration,
dreams, psychic knowledge, illusion, and confusion. Neptune rules spirituality and is on the mental or subtle plane.
Jupiter can lend drive & zeal, help showcase
ambition & bring out the pent up hunger or desire.
Housewives who have more time on their hand
can kick-start a new innings. This can help curb
restlessness & help you churn out the productivity
that’s waiting to burst open!
Lot of you could fulil your lust to travel.
Expenses may multiply, try to counter this by
inding newer ways to increase income.
Sometimes hobby can turn into profession and
the best part is that you end up enjoying your work
in the bargain!
Health Tips-Guard against minor accidents;
don’t let impulse drive your mind or vehicle!
Examples of some famous No. 7’s {for
pics}: Ekta Kapoor, Karan Johar, Irrfan, Shahid
Kapoor, M S Dhoni, Arvind Kejriwal, Katrina,
Saif Ali Khan.
NUMber 8:
People born on the 8th, 17th, and 26th in any
month are termed as # 8’s, ruled by Saturn. # 8 also
presides over the Zodiacal Signs of Capricorns,
Aquarians and Librans.
At last your wait could be over, albeit with victory but after a long ight. Finances could inally
look up, some of your investments could also multiply. Many of you singles who are looking to get
double could get hitched.
Those of you looking to start new ventures
could get some assistance; however be prepared to
toil initially, Saturn is like a School Principal while
3, Jupiter a strict teacher! Speaking about teacher,
students could complete uninished work.
You could be more optimistic & social than otherwise surprising those around you.
Make the best out of this year; if you play to
the gallery, 2019 could be better than last year by
a huge margin!
Health Tips-in the pursuit of happiness do not
overlook your diet; eat properly. And naturally! So
avoid 2-minute noodles kind of junk!
Examples of some famous No. 8’s {for
pics}: Narendra Modi, Dr Manmohan Singh,
Sourav Ganguly, Anil Kumble, Shilpa Shetty,
Riteish Deshmukh, Asha Bhosale, Gauri Khan &
John Abraham.
NUMBER 9:
People born on the 9th, 18th and 27th in any
month are termed # 9’s, governed by Mars, and
Scorpions & Arians too are Mars ruled. 9, Mars
& 3, Jupiter (2019=3) are like best friends; Your
uninished projects can see the light of the day.
This would be the time to revive your incomplete assignments. Matters like marriage of a
sibling or kin or health of a loved one could get
resolved. You are likely to score big in your work
domain; expect enough recognition for what you
deserved but were deprived earlier.
Try to save wisely from extra income that may
accrue instead of impulsivity raising the lifestyle
bar!Outdoor assignments could keep you on your
toes.
While you are at it, there could arise the need
to invest a sizeable amount of time in matters of
relationships & marriage.
Health Tips-Timely workouts can help you
channelise pent up energy. Learn from fellow
No 9’s, Khali, Salman, Priyanka Chopra & Akshay Kumar!
Examples of some famous No. 9’s {for pics}:
Akshay Kumar, Salman Khan, Priyanka Chopra,
Farhan Akhtar, Bruce Lee, Suresh Raina, Sonam A
Kapoor, Shatrughan Sinha. So here’s wishing this
New Year churns & turns out more hope & happiness than the previous year gone by. Wishing you
all a very Happy New Year!
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